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Their attitude was the Heb. was the original and that they would, take good care of white the

Greek was just a common translation for the public. They would keep all these rolls together

of the Greek and when the time camp to bind these--we wonder how these foreign books got mixed

up with these others but we can see how easily that would come about when these in the Greek

were so loosely taken care of. All the LXX MS probably have some of the Aocry. books included

therein; that does not prove that the Alex. Jews believed that those books were part of the

inspired Word. A review is given of what has already been said. in Mm. 2-4. ILL. inc'luded

on American used to driving on the right hand side of the road--now what would you say about

what side of the road the people of Canada drive on; even if you have never been there in your

life the chances are that you have heard people speak about Canada and you have met people that

have come here--if you never have heard a Canadian remark about how odd it was driving on the

right hand side in this country; if you have never head anything of that kind, you are not

justified in aayin that you are absolutely sure that you know the people of Canada drive on

-ight hand-side of th road as we do here; but you are justified in saying that it would seem

to you extremely unlikely that there is any difference between these two countries because

you think that surely sore word to t'-'at effect wouli have come to you if that were, he case.

You may never have been to Canada, but you may inJe a pretty rood g'tess that thus is the case

if you have never heard anythin to the cont-ary. But if I asked about driving in Mespotamia

and never st'iaied much about it, you would be entirely justified in sayin that you haven't

the least idea--I have absolutely nothing on which to base a judgment. Of course if you knew

a litle about your history and knew the British came ove' in 1918 and conquered it coming

from India--there they drive on the left and therefore they probably drive on the left in

Mesopotamia. If I asked about Palestine, you would say perhp1p.s something about the British

comin' up from Egypt in 1917 and since they drive on the right in Egypt they probably wou1

drive on the right in Palestine--it would be a deduction from history which has worked out.

20 years ago they used to say that it was very dangerous to drive across the desert from Pal

estine to Iraq, because of the bandits which would seize you; but that wasn't nearly as dan

gerous as on which side of the road you drove since it happened more than once that they would

ran head-on into one another tho1h they had aUthe desert to themselves. If you lived over

there you could not live there very long before hearing about it. In foonaW and Italy a few

years ao they used t0 have bad mix-ups. In Austria they drove to the rip-ht while in Italy
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